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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of studies concerning the linkage between the very complex system of the great Inner Asian Silk Road and the history of information. In an era where literacy was acquiring larger and larger importance beside the verbal information transmitting methods, the “filtering” (that is, privacy management) techniques became especially important, whose purpose was to keep the information inside a defined circle by the encryption or coding of written documents. Hence this paper cover not just general problems of transmitting information along the Silk Road, but also deals with the special methods of encryption or coding of Kharoshthi documents. These legal documents can shed light on everyday life of the Silk Road during the 3rd–4th centuries, and they help us understand processes of administration, diplomacy and information techniques of that era.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The examination of the complex phenomenon of information has cut out a significant slice of the space of scientific disciplines covered by the larger fields of information technology, economics, etc. The examination of the history of information in itself has become such a broad research area that we can almost consider it as an independent discipline. Questions like the history of the flow of information, which examines/examined the speed, the intensity and the topology, etc., of information, dispose of literature sufficient to fill a whole library. The thorough investigation of the most important trade routes of world-history raises some really exciting questions of information topology. While until the last decades of the twentieth century these trade routes had been regarded primarily as the movers of the circulation of the economy, or the scenes of the spread of culture, religion, and artistic trends, today more and more are drawing our attention to a more complex role of the network of such routes. The spread of information and innovation would have been much slower and complicated without the network in all certainty. Thus, these commercial systems functioned not only as a cache and generator (not to a small extent contributing to the ever accelerating pace of the growth of the common human knowledge, which now is almost advancing at the speed of light), but due to certain counter-mechanisms they operated as an information filter, as well. The examination of these “filters” is an especially exciting, though almost undiscovered research area.

II. SILK ROAD AND INFORMATION

A certain piece of information, an innovation, an invention ensuring positional or strategic advantage to its owner meant such value (as it does today, too) that motivated its proprietor to make serious efforts to preserve it. Thus, two basic factors clashed on these routes: to use a modern simile, the first was the free and flexible handling of information in a basically open source coded commercial system, and the other was the efforts to preserve and keep information secret. To illustrate this thought with a specific example: the functioning of the large commercial system discussed in my presentation, the Silk Road, which connected China to Rome and then to Byzantium on one hand, served China’s economic and political interests, on the other hand the secret of silk making becoming public was all the time considered as a serious loss to be avoided, so they tried to delay its happening as long as possible. Consequently, China tried to keep secret the way of silk manufacturing not only by legal, but also by administrative and military means. This worked so well that nothing was known about the nature of silk in the ancient Mediterranean before the arrival of the first cocoon in Byzantium. The people of the time had silk in their hands, they often took it apart into threads, but they could not exactly say what this great fabric was made of (Höllmann, 2004).

Thus, in this case we can speak about a kind of guided information filtering. At the same time there were filters in the system that did not inevitably worked due to state or “upper” will, what is more, in certain cases we can question intentionality in connection to them, nevertheless, these filters served the real or presumed economic, political, etc., interests of some states, social classes and communities well. The length of certain trade routes, the number of intermediaries or intermediary languages involved in the process of trade could be such factors in themselves. Each one of these factors could contribute to the slowing down, to the distortion, or God forbid, to the complete blocking of information. Because of the above factors it was clearly known already in the 19th century that, theoretically, the most valuable sources along the Silk Road are those which have a relatively small number of the intermediaries mentioned, thus the information goes through relatively few filters (Elisséeff, 2000). Exactly that is why Marco Polo’s travelogues were regarded
among the most important medieval sources for a long time. The author had travelled all along the Silk Road to China, according to earlier theories, thus, his account is of first hand information, and the number of “filtering factors” is low in his book.

However, in his work, which has a new approach, a British China expert Frances Wood claims, opposing earlier theories, that Marco Polo’s book is a typical example for the effects of the filtering factors mentioned. As it turned out, Marco Polo uses the Central Asian and Chinese proper nouns distorted, in Persian transcription, most probably he did not speak Chinese. Furthermore, there are several items in the book the authenticity of which can be doubted – and not because of the characteristics of the medieval genre. In addition, there should be a number of other things in the book if Marco Polo had really been to China. In Wood’s final conclusion, Marco Polo had never been to China, and information reached him distorted and rarefied by many filters (Wood, 1995).

In an era where literacy was acquiring larger and larger importance beside the verbal information transmitting methods, the “filtering” (that is, privacy management) techniques became especially important, whose purpose was to keep the information inside a defined circle by the encryption or coding of written documents.

The wide range of encryption and coding is as old as information itself. The appearance of writing involved the appearance of sophisticated techniques of written encryption. Even in the cases of the earliest written records technologies obstructing the widespread of information were observed: closed envelopes, the use of seals, the coding of texts, or ciphers, all served the purpose of making information in the text available only for those whom it was destined to. Unfortunately, we know relatively little about these methods in the late antiquity due to the scarcity of archaeological material, consequently, findings providing information on the sophisticated methods of encryption from this period from the Central Asian section of the Silk Road are especially important.

III. METHODS OF ENCRYPTION OF LEGAL DOCUMENTS IN INNER ASIA

In his expedition to the Central Asian Silk Road the Hungarian–British archaeologist Aurel Stein discovered an ancient town in ruins in 1900, in the area of today’s China, at the edge of the Taklamakan Desert (Mîrsky, 1977). Among the ruins of Cadota, a settlement flourishing in the third and fourth centuries AD, he unearthed hundreds of written documents. These documents, written with the so-called Kharosthi writing and preserved in an excellent state in the sand of the desert, depict an incredibly exciting picture of the social, economic and cultural relations of the age (Atwood, 1991). They shed excellent light on the earlier unknown history of the Central Asian expansion of the Indian culture, and they also provide an insight into the everyday life of people once having lived there. The documents are especially important apart from their content, since their raw material, manufacturing, authentication, encryption technique make them unique documents on the chancellery practice of the age.

The majority of the documents were made of wood. (Few manuscripts written on leather were also found, but no paper or other materials were used to write on in Cadota.) The documents were created in an area where palm leaves, or birch bark could not be found, that is, there were no such raw materials which were widely used to write on in India and China at the time (Felföldi, 2005).

The “wooden papers”, obviously made in the place by local joiners, are special regarding their shape, as well. Basically they can be divided into two main groups: elongated, wedge-shaped pieces, and rectangular ones. In the case of these documents the criterion of “content in the form” is really valid, since the different shapes were used for different purpose. Official messages, legal documents and the most important contracts were written on rectangular wooden tablets, while data referring to court cases, shorter messages, short orders and instructions were written on wedge-shaped tablets. The exact and accurate naming of the tablet types also appear in the documents (Burrow, 1940).

Thus, without exception, these tablets have important information on them. To hide and keep information secret, an exceptionally elaborate and sophisticated method was used by the literate of Cadota. The wedge-shaped and rectangular wooden tablets each had two, perfectly fitting pieces. In the case of the wedge-shaped tablets the lower piece and the precisely fitting covering piece were carved out of one single piece with the use of a saw. In the cases of the elongated, rectangular documents the lower and the upper pieces were not exactly the same. The lower tablets were a little longer, and their shorter sides had two prominent edges, which served as a frame, ensuring the perfect slide of the smaller covering tablet into the lower tablet. The majority of the text was on the lower tablet. If there was not enough space for the text on the lower tablet, it continued on the interior side of the upper tablet, but well-hidden from unauthorized eyes in any case.
The text hidden in this way was made even less accessible by the use of special cording, and seals.

In the cases of the wedge-shaped double tablets a hole was drilled in the pointed end of the tablet through the lower and the upper piece, and then, in the wider end a rectangular shaped indentation was carved. The wood was thicker here than in the pointed end, and the edge of the indentation stood out of the plane of the tablet perceptibly.

Figure 2. Wedge-shaped tablets

After preparing the document the cover tablet was placed onto the lower tablet, and a cord was pulled through the hole drilled in the more pointed end, and in the end, the cord was strained towards the indentation in the wider end of the tablet. The edge of the indentation was scarified, helping to keep the cord stable, which was driven through the indentation several times, straight and diagonally, as well. The cord fixed in this way was strained, tied, and the indentation above it was filled with clay. The official seal of the sender, or of the person requesting the documents, was printed here.

The rectangular wooden tablets were not drilled through, only the closing cord was wound vertically and diagonally multiple times above the carving above the indentation made for the seal of these “letters”. Soft material was put on the cords, and seal was printed in it in this case, as well (Stein, 1907).

The seal prints found in Cadota could provide enough material for another, separate presentation, since they give an authentic evidence of the unique mixing of cultures along the Silk Road, of the intermingling of the Chinese, Indian, Persian, and ancient Greek and Roman civilizations. The seals of the documents that were found in the peripheries of China, written in Indian language and writing, although presenting more Central Asian character in their material, depict the Greek gods of Hellas of thousands of kilometres away, Eros or Pallas Athena, proving the cultural multi-colourness of the Silk Road in the third and fourth centuries.

Aurel Stein found several open, and seal-less documents on the site, but there were dozens of documents where the tablets, their cords, and their wonderful clay seals were intact. A large part of these double wooden tablets revealed their secrets only after being cut in the British Museum, over 1600 years after being closed and sealed (Stein, 1921).

Obviously, this sophisticated system did not take shape in Cadota which had only prospered for a few decades in the turn of the third and fourth centuries, but another, mature and previously tested chancellery system was adapted to the local conditions. Thus, it is an important question where the excellent and complex system of encryption originated from out of the above mentioned cultures (Chinese, Indian, Iranian, ancient Greek and Roman civilizations). Unfortunately, the majority of the geographical conditions of the above mentioned great civilizations are such that do not make possible the survival of numbers of documents made of similar organic material. (No similar written document has been found in any of the above mentioned great civilizations.) The majority of the records written on perishable material have not survived, or have survived in very limited numbers in the normal climate of both India and the Mediterranean. In spite of this, there are certain signs that make it more or less possible to localize the birthplace of the technology. In one of his later expeditions Aurel Stein found the predecessors of these strange letter papers and envelopes in hundreds of years older excavation layers, much closer to the China in the strict sense, hundreds of kilometres to the east of Cadota, next to Dunhuang. So it seems highly probable that this encrypting and authentication method appeared more to the east, a few hundred years earlier, and it spread westward to become a definitive element of the chancellery practice of Cadota during the third and fourth centuries.

Thus, in lack of evidence, we cannot exclude completely the possibility that the birthplace of the complex, sophisticated technology was India or another region, nevertheless, the probability of the method’s arrival in the sand dunes of Taklamakan along the Silk Road from China is still higher.

And what secrets did these documents guard so carefully? Besides meticulously worded contracts on land purchase, or secret reports on the movements of Barbarians appearing at the frontiers, they contain information on all things that were important enough for a few people, or the local ruler, or his top rank officials to try to keep their content away from everyday readers as carefully as they, or their means could realize it.

IV. CONCLUSION

The image of another life has gained shape by today under the surface of life along the Silk Road (commerce, diplomacy, politics, etc.), where the acquisition and the hiding of information were in a fight of alternating success, sometimes deploying the devices of high politics, sometimes the simple devices of the chancellery of a small town. The stakes were obviously different, the means may have not.
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